CURRICULUM MAPPING 2020 – 2021 – Year 6
English and Maths

Autumn 1

Creative Learning Journey
Wheel
How could Hitler have
convinced a nation like
Germany to follow him?

English
Narrative – characters
Narrative story writing
Non chronological report
writing
Poetry
Persuasion

English
Texts linked to topic
Goodnight Mister Tom by
Michelle Magorian

Mr War Diary by Flossie
Albright

Spelling Grammar Punctuation
Word classes
Nouns (Abstract, Common, Collective
and Proper Nouns)
Verbs
Tenses
Adjectives
Articles
Adverbs

Rose Blanche by Roberto
Innocenti

Autumn 2

How could Hitler have
convinced a nation like
Germany to follow him?

Spring 1

I’m a Year 6 pupil, can
you get me out of here?

Spring 2

I’m a Year 6 pupil, can
you get me out of here?

Summer 1

Will you ever see the
water you drink again?

Summer 2

Bean and Gone
Who were the Mayans
and what have we learnt
from them?

Recount
Instruction
Discussion
Persuasion
Play scripts
Biography
Poetry

The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
By John Boyne
The Diary of Anne Frank by
Anne Frank

Instruction writing & poetry
Explanation
Discussion
Persuasion
Play scripts
Narrative

Kensuke’s Kingdom by Michael
Morpurgo

Narrative settings & plot
Narrative characters
Explanation
Poetry
Discussion
Narrative

The saga of Erik the Viking by
Terry Jones

Explanation
Discussion
Narrative story writing
Poetry
Re-cap over genres

Macbeth by Tony Ross

Instructions
Discussion
Recount
Persuasion

How to train your dragon by
Cressida Cowell.

The Journey from the river to
the sea by Eve Ibbotson.

The Mayan Civilization by
Elizabeth Scholl.
Mayan Civilization – Moments in
History by Shirley Jordon.

Pronouns
Connectives
Prepositions
Statements
Questions
Commands (including imperative
verbs)
Complex sentences – clauses, phrases,
subordinating clauses, main clauses
Subordinating connectives
Subjunctive Mood

Tense agreement
Subject – verb agreement
Double negatives
Use of ‘I’ and ‘me’
Contractions
Word meaning
Vocabulary in context
Synonyms
Antonyms
Word group / family
Prefixes
Suffixes
Single and plural
Capital letters
Full stops
Question marks
Exclamation marks
Commas in a list
Subjunctive Mood
Commas to mark phrases
Commas to mark clauses
Inverted commas
Apostrophes for omission and
possession
Brackets
Ellipses
Colon
Semi-colon
Impersonal (Passive voice)
Personal (Active voice)
Personal pronoun
Relative pronoun
Possessive pronoun
Noun phrase

English Non Negotiables
Writing
Use subordinate clauses to write
complex sentences.
Use passive voice where appropriate.
Reading
Refer to text to support opinions and
predictions.
Give a view about choice of vocabulary,
structure, etc.
Distinguish between fact & opinion.
Writing
Use expanded noun phrases to convey
complicated information concisely (e.g.
The fact that it was raining meant the
end of sports day).
Use a sentence structure and layout
matched to requirements of text type.
Use semi-colon, colon or dash to mark
the boundary between independent
clauses.
Reading
Draw inferences and justify with
evidence from the text.
Writing
Use colon to introduce a list & semi
colon within a list.
Reading
Appreciate how a set of sentences has
been arranged to create maximum
effect.

Writing
Use correct punctuation of bullet
points.
Use hyphens to avoid ambiguity.
Use full range of punctuation matched
to requirements of text type.
Reading
Recognise:
complex sentences with more than one
subordinate clause
phrases which add detail to sentences
Writing
Use wide range of devices to build
cohesion within and across paragraphs.
Reading
Explain how a writer has used
sentences to create particular
effects.

Writing
Use paragraphs to signal change in
time, scene, action, mood or person.
Reading
Skim and scan to aide note-taking.

Maths

Maths Non Negotiables

Number & place value
Addition & subtraction
Properties of shape
Multiplication & Division
Fractions
Position & Direction
Roman Numerals

Round any whole number to a
required degree of accuracy.
Identify value of each digit to 3dp.

Addition & Subtraction
Decimals
Measurement (Length)
Multiplication & Division
Fractions (including decimals
& percentages)
Measurement (Time)
Roman Numerals

Identify common factors, common
multiples & prime numbers.

Addition, subtraction,
multiplication & division
including number and place
value.
Properties of shape.
Multiplication & division.
Including decimals.
Measurement – mass
Roman Numerals
Fractions and proportion
Multiplication & division
Including decimals
Perimeter & area
Roman Numerals

Use knowledge of order of
operations to carry out calculations
involving 4 operations.
Use estimation to check answers.

Addition, subtraction,
multiplication & division.
Properties of shapes
Fractions
Volume and capacity
Roman Numerals

Add & subtract fractions with
different denominators & mixed
numbers.
Multiply simple pairs of proper
fractions, writing the answer in the
simplest form.
Divide proper fractions by whole
numbers.
Calculate % of whole number.
Use negative numbers in context &
calculate intervals across zero.
Compare & order numbers up to
10,000,000.

Addition, subtraction,
multiplication & division.
Proportion. Position &
direction. Multiplication &
division including decimals.
Fractions (decimals &
percentages)

Multiply:
4-digit by 2-digit
Divide:
4-digit by 2-digit

